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Sakiyurai Masako

Sakiyurai Masako is a player character played by Tyler.

Sakiyurai Masako
Zairyo art was made 1) but is currently missing.

Species: Neko NH-29H
Gender: Female

Age: 19 years 5 months (Bodily)
Zodiac Sign: Virgo

Family (or Creators): Ares: Father Shira: Mother Lucy: Sister
Height: 5'6
Weight: 128 lbs.
Bra Size: 32DD

Organization: Star Army of Yamatai
Occupation: Star Army Infantry

Rank: Ittô Hei
Current Placement: YSS Illustrious

Physical Characteristics

Height: 5'6“ Mass: 134 lbs. Measurements: 37-28-36 Bra Size: 32DD

Build and Skin Color: Masako isn't your average neko in terms of build, she's a full-figured young
woman. But she is built in a slightly top-heavy fashion, her breasts are a bit larger than her hips are. Her
skin tone is golden-brown marking a nice tan, she has some muscles but not a lot of definition though.

Facial Features and Eye Color: As per her heritage, Masako has eastern European facial features that
tend to be angular and slightly softer than usual, giving her a luminous beauty. Her eyes are a blue color
which just seems to add to her appearance greatly.

Hair Color and Style: Masako has obscenely long honey blond hair that drapes down almost to her
knees.

Distinguishing Features: Human style ears

Psychological Characteristics

Personality: Masako is slightly arrogant, confident, and a bit vain. But she started life as a somewhat
frail geshrin, she was thin and pretty enough but was treated badly by some around her. Perhaps they
were jealous or whatnot, but the effect was crushing her self-esteem from the steady stream of insults.
Eventually she grew very nervous about being around other people and reacted to both her own feelings
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and the possibility of history repeating itself she reacts with anger. Which would lead her to transfer into
a neko body as per the species restriction act, thinking it'd help her try to get over her own self-doubt. It
worked and she would start to gain more confidence but still held onto that wariness of others. Because
of her past however, she's naive about intimacy because she she's never experienced it and turned off
her libido so she could try and keep her distance from others (by not having her body betray her?). As a
result, she is very inexperienced at dealing with it when it does become active.

She loves to push other's buttons to see how far she can go but sometimes doesn't realize when to stop.
But generally only needs a light admonishing to learn when to.

Likes: Oranges, Chocolate, Cuddling, Hugs, blowing up stuff Dislikes: Sex, Losing, Being Alone Goals:
At least to get to Juni rank.

History

Pre-RP

She started life as a Geshrin girl living on Yamatai and would grow up as one of two siblings, having a
fraternally twin sister, Lucy. The two on their own were good enough girls but when exposed to the public
people would always pour more attention or affection on Lucy, leaving Masako in the cold. Then through
school and in terms of ambition in life, Lucy would surpass her and everyone knew. the people in school
would always pick on Masako but shower her sister, Lucy which would further divide them and Masako
drove herself to repeatedly get into a fit of depression over it. Until the one day her Lucy fell turned
against her, shattering her self-esteem. This betrayal and abandonment from her own twin sister
shattered her self-esteem. After that day, she withdrew from people and tried to avoid contact from
people in general.

When the species restriction order came around, Masako was eager to try and build herself back up and
transferred into a neko body, Masako enjoyed having a stronger body to resist being pushed around in. It
was a result of her desire to prove to everyone that Masako wasn't complacent to sit and be bullied by
everyone. She would grow aware of the fact that she was also pretty but wasn't her epitome of
perfection. And would join the military herself to try and make something respectable of her life but
would be assigned to a lot of planetary duty and only had minor experience with PA's, mostly in
educational terms and never got to pilot one. But recently she assigned to a ship after the recent
problems with the previous war and now the pirate issue.

Current Experience

After joining the Senbu crew, Masako initially tried hard to make friends among the power armor wings,
but was met with little success as the Vermillion Wing didn't have too much interest in her other than
lust: something she wanted no part of. But after her first sortie with the group she worked to keep their
morale high with empty promises and was oddly rewarded for it with a medal for the effort and soon
interviewed to join the Pride Wing. Masako would answer three questions set to her by the CO of the
vessel and placed within the group of entirely female companionship. It was a better place for someone
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that wanted nothing to do with the opposite sex and she was quick to try and assert herself there and
make friends: an effort met with success this time.

After a short vacation on the homeworld, Masako would return to space with the rest of the Wing to
confront pirates and more recently Zombie Mindies. After a few harrowing battles, specially the most
recent one with a squad managing to get past the wing and infiltrate the MRB of the Senbu. Masako
would end up promoted again alongside all of her other friends and is now trying to unwind from it before
they're called back to the field.

Skills

Communication

Masako is familiar with basic radio operation and procedures and can make transmissions to and receive
transmissions from other characters through headsets, starships, power armor, and shuttles in both
combat and non-combat conditions. Masako is fluent in Nepleslian and Yamataian as well as telepathic
ability. She can speak and write both correctly and efficiently and can write reports, fill forms, issue
orders under fire, etc.

Fighting

Masako received hand-to-hand combat training, followed up with a rigorous training program. She is
skilled and experienced in combat both in Yamatai-like conditions and in zero-gravity, with and without
weapons. Weapons she is trained in include energy pistols, knives, and power armor. Though she
generally trains at 2.4G and 20% less Oxygen (replaced with Nitrogen) environments to increase her
body's performance.

Technology Operation

She is capable of operating any computer system that uses the Kessaku OS, found on all Star Army
starships. She is proficient in entering and/or searching for information.

Mathematics

Masako received basic mathematics training, to including up to algebra and trigonometry.

Entertainment

Masako developed an ability to dance for an small audience as long as they kept their hands off because
it messes with her concentration and reminds her that she's not in private. She can sing as well but
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doesn't really let anyone hear her if she can help it, being shy of it. Agreeably an odd dichnomy of idea
but it seems to work for her, she's not perfect at either skill and needs to work with them both.

Art and Vocations

Another instance of boredom for Masako, she learned how to paint landscapes because of the calming
effect it has on her mind. She likes to do it because in space or on a military base, you don't get to see
much of what nature offers so she wants to bring the beauty of it to those who can't experience it easily.

Culinary

Masako felt she would need some kind of skill but with her personal tastes and the fact that most other
cooks wouldn't or couldn't make some things she liked sh etook it upon herself to learn. She is an
average cook, prone to making some mistakes but can handle easy or familiar recipes easily and enjoys
doing it, usually for herself, but privately longs to share it with someone else.

Inventory

Clothing

Duty Uniform

3 Duty Uniforms
2 pairs leather boots, dark gray
1 pistol belt, leather, dark gray, with holster for service pistol

Uniform Insignia

1 Rank Pin (See: Star Army Ranks)
Fleet Insignia Patch on left arm of each duty uniform
Star Army of Yamatai ”Star Army Hinomaru“ patch on right arm of each duty uniform

Undergarments & Workout Clothes

3 Complete Exercise Uniforms
4 additional black sport bras/swimsuit top
4 black panty
8 pair of black boot Socks
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Other Clothing

1 yukata (cotton robe), white, with navy blue print of various silhouettes of Star Army starships.
1 black sash for yukata
1 pair black sandals

Weather Gear

1 black tricorner hat, thick felt with red border
1 black overcoat, thigh length, empire waist
1 pair leather gloves, dark gray
1 scarf, occupational color

Weaponry and Tools

Ketsurui Zaibatsu Nekovalkyrja Service Pistol, Type 30
3 BR-28E Battery Magazines (2 extra)
Star Army Communicator, Type 29 and charger
Star Army Helmet, Type 30
Star Army Flashlight, Type 30
Survival knife, solid diamond with rubberized grip and lanyard, in dark gray belt sheath
Earplugs with belt case
Field Bandage with belt case

Personal Hygiene

1 Black waterproof shower kit bag with detachable shoulder strap
1 bottle of shampoo
1 bottle liquid body soap
1 toothbrush
1 tube of toothpaste
2 washcloths, white
2 towels, white
1 hairbrush, round type
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1 pair nail clippers

Other Items

Wooden jewelry box with red velvet interior (for medals)
1 Perpetual Candy Fabricator
1 Short sword (600Ks worth)

Masako's Sword

Durandium construction
Monomolecular Blade
Molecular Knit
Power Blade enhancement

Finances

Sakiyurai Masako is currently a Ittô Hei in the Star Army of Yamatai. She receives a weekly salary of 100
KS per week.

Total Savings Addition Subtraction Reason
3000 KS Starting Funds
2400 KS -600KS Short Sword
Character Data
Character Name Sakiyurai Masako
Character Owner Tyler
Character Status Inactive Player Character
Star Army Personnel Database
SAOY Career Status Reserve
SAOY Rank Ittô Hei
SAOY Occupation Star Army Infantry
SAOY Assignment YSS Illustrious
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